Sono Primo
Jump-start to success

Power to be You

Communication for
the “here and now”
Situational communication with core vocabularies, social
scripts, visual scenes and more for emergent communicators.
quick start towards meaningful communication.
The rich material makes it easy to create lively
interactions through joined activities and
allows for a playful approach to exploring
communicative roles, coach participation
and model language use.

Appropriate language levels

Path to future growth

Leading research on AAC and best-practice
experiences suggests that the different
developmental stages of AAC users should be
matched by multiple language representation
and interaction forms*. Sono Primo for
Communicator offers this through:

Sono Primo allows young users to set off on
the path to success from the very beginning of
an AAC intervention. Start with the simple S32
and proceed to a cutting edge Tobii Dynavox
dynamic display device. Or you can start
directly with a versatile SGD based on Tobii
Dynavox Communicator. Sono Primo offers
the right language and entertaining activities
for emerging communicators in both cases, on
static and dynamic display solutions.

• Pages of core vocabulary and situational
words represented as single symbols
• Social scripts with different levels of
complexity
• Visual scenes providing full context
information
• Hybrid scenes that build connections
between context and single icons
• Storybooks related to the situations
• Fun activities for exploring vocabulary

Situational communication

Quick setup and customization

Sono Primo addresses a carefully selected
set of communicative situations within a
child’s typical world of experience. Within
each context, there is a broad variety of
pre-programmed content that allows for a

pre-selection of activities, quick changes to
the visual appearance or switching to message
collection mode.
Further customization is easy and does not
require any programming skills. Sono Primo
allows for quick changes of words and even
the creation of template-based contexts.

A natural voice
One important Sono Primo feature is the use of
recorded children’s voices. Studies show that
the needs of emerging AAC users differ from
many of the ideas that verbal adults have and
that the natural voice of a child offers superior
learning efficiency over synthetic speech.
Experience this efficiency and lead your users
into successful communication!

System requirements
Tobii Dynavox Sono Primo requires Tobii
Dynavox Communicator 4.5 or higher and a
MyTobii P10, Tobii C8, C12 or C15. Tobii
Dynavox Sono Primo also runs with Tobii
SymbolMate 1.1.0200 or higher and a Tobii
S32.
* Janice Light, Kathryn Drager, David Beukelman,
Mary Anne Romski, Rose Sevcik and others.

A situational communication approach
requires a highly flexible communication aid.
With Sono Primo for Communicator, this is
provided through the new Sono Primo Control
Center. The control center allows swift
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